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Small is still beautiful
It may seem counter-intuitive but the answer to the world’s food security does not lie with
genetically modiﬁed organisms (GMOs) and industrial farming

joanna
van gruisen
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older nights ﬁnally arrived and put
paid to our beetle plague. The garden is burgeoning again with rocket and lettuce. Our Sarai guests love
these. We mainly grow vegetables and herbs
that are unavailable at the local village markets, but have also planted some seasonal vegetables. When successful, our small garden
produces enough, not only to feed our guests
and staff, but for the latter to take home to
their families. It is amazing how much a small
plot can produce. Input costs are minimal
apart from human labour. We spend little on
seeds as most are saved from plants of the previous year. Neem and tobacco do well against
most plant-destroying insects and fungi, and
our compost provides the nutrients. It is a
happy organic cycle.
According to the UN’s Food and Agriculture
Organization (FAO), small plots have many
beneﬁts, which include reducing child mortality and incidents of eye diseases, and raising the status of women. They are something
to encourage everywhere. In developed countries, there is a noticeable shift back to allotments and home gardens. For some, it’s the
awareness of the role of transport in climate
change; for others, it comes from a desire to
know what they are eating in these days of unlabelled, genetically modiﬁed and pesticidepermeated foods.
It may seem counter-intuitive — and there
are many agro-businesses that try to persuade
us otherwise — but the answer to the world’s
food security does not lie with genetically
modiﬁed organisms (GMOs) and industrial

Green choice Tribals of Pedabidda in the Visakhapatnam district use Azolla, a type of aquatic fern, to reduce the
use of urea in their organic farms cv subrahmanyam

farming. Experts warn that such a path, far not enough room to list them all. But one such
from providing enough food, will dangerous- beneﬁt is increased biodiversity. If we
ly impoverish the world. It is already the small changed agriculture on a large scale, we could
farmer who feeds more of the world, especial- sustain much higher levels of biodiversity.
ly in low-income countries. Many big interna- Imagine how many more birds and bees there
tional institutions such as the UN and World would be without the tons of pesticides conBank now recognise that small farmers are the ventional farming uses on the ﬁelds; how
key to feeding a growing global population. much healthier we would be. We do not need
Unfortunately, more and more of the agricul- to travel far to see examples: 50,000 hectares
tural land is moving into the hands of the rich of land in Medak district of Andhra Pradesh
and powerful, and government policies still has been proposed as an ‘Agricultural Bioditend to favour large over small — 80 per cent of versity Heritage Site’ thanks to the work of —
subsidies and 90 per cent of research funds mostly women — farmers there. This is the ﬁrst
still go to industrial agriculture.
such site in India, and when you
Yet study after study shows that
read of the 12-23 varieties of crops
small farms are more efficient
the women grow on less than
and that there is a strong inverse
three acres of only rain-fed land,
relationship between farm size
you know accolades are well deBeing in favour of
and productivity. Even with the
served. Self-sufficient in food and
ecological farming
least share of land, smallholdseeds, their methods could be a
does not mean
ing farmers produce the largest
life and death choice for them.
wanting a return to
percentage of food — 70-80 per
Thanks to their eschewing conthe past
cent with less than 25 per cent of
ventional ways and market presthe agricultural land.
sures to become “progressive” by
Here is another fact that may
planting hybrids, there are no
surprise some of you: organic
farmer suicides in their district.
farms produce as much, and sometimes much
Being in favour of ecological farming does
more, than conventional farms. Where there not mean wanting a return to the past — just
is a yield gap in the other direction, it tends to wanting technology that is not from a chembe in wealthy nations. Organic farming is far ical factory and based on petroleum. Rather
from being a luxury that low-income coun- we need to creatively combine old wisdom
tries cannot afford; it is rather the way the with modern ecological knowledge and innoworld has to go. A University of Essex research vations — “Technology with a human face.”
study examined over 200 agricultural proHave I said it before? India has everything
jects in the developing world (9 million farms required to lead the world on this new path.
on nearly 30 million hectares) and found that Her indigenous food knowledge base in the
yields increased an average of 93 per cent adivasi and small farming communities is unwhen they converted to organic and ecologi- surpassed. Though dwindling, there is yet amcal ways. A seven-year study from Maikaal Dis- ple biodiversity and no shortage of vision and
trict in central India (of 1,000 farmers innovation. What we have yet to achieve are
cultivating 3,200 hectares) found that average the agricultural policies that could allow it to
yields for cotton, wheat, chilli and soy were as happen. And we need these fast before the
much as 20 per cent higher on the organic knowledge and biodiversity is lost forever.
farms than on conventionally managed ones
joanna van gruisen a wildlife photographer,
nearby.
Organic farming brings so many beneﬁts, conservationist and hotelier based near Panna Tiger
from cleaner water to rural stability, there is Reserve in Madhya Pradesh
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